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IMAGING IS OUR PASSION

COMPANY 

OVERVIEW

 � A B O U T  S T E M M E R  I M A G I N G

 � P R O D U C T  O V E R V I E W

 � S E R V I C E S

 � M A R K E T S



 � At STEMMER IMAGING customers find the complete range of 

machine vision products from the world’s leading manufacturers. 

Together, these technologies provide cutting-edge imaging solutions 

across all application areas. With several thousand components and 

solutions available from our large warehouse, we are able to deliver 

the majority of orders directly from stock.

STEMMER IMAGING offers an unparalleled diversity of components 

and services required for a perfect imaging solution:

 � Vision systems: A selection of easy to deploy compact 

vision systems and smart cameras that can be used 

immediately for your application. These products are 

aimed at integrators or end users with some integration 

expertise, but not necessarily any programming 

expertise. 

 � Illumination: Individual sources and lighting 

technologies like LED illumination, cold light sources, 

light guides, high frequency and halogen illumination, 

diode lasers, accessories for illumination units.

 � Optics: High quality lenses for general purpose, 

telecentric measuring lenses, macro and system lenses, 

semi-automatic and motorized lenses, accessories. 

THE STEMMER IMAGING

PRODUCT RANGE

 � Cameras: A wide range of area scan and line scan 

cameras, 3D cameras, contact image sensors, smart 

camera systems and accessories.

 � Cabling: Tested analogue and digital cables, plug-in 

connectors for machine vision, custom-made solutions 

produced in our own factory.

 � Acquisition: Wide range of products covering all 

acquisition standards using digital and analogue 

technology. Options for inbuilt pre-processing.

 � Software: Powerful, user-friendly solutions & 

development libraries including our own unique 

programming library Common Vision Blox.

 � Computers: Compact embedded or fully configured 

PC based vision computers using the latest computing 

technology to get the perfect platform for your 

industrial vision application.

 � Accessories: A large range of accessories such as 

housings, mounting brackets, trigger distribution and 

conditioning solutions etc.

 � A B O U T  S T E M M E R  I M A G I N G

STEMMER IMAGING is Europe's largest imaging technology provider with headquarters in Germany (Puchheim near Munich) and 

 subsidiaries in many other European countries. First and foremost our customers benefit from our mission: "To provide the users and 

developers of imaging techno logy with a  competitive advantage by adding value in the supply of quality components, world class 

vision expertise and support."

Our customers can rely on a financially stable and solid company 

that finances its growth out of own capital resources and is 

proud of an annual turnover of 70 Million Euros in the fiscal 

year 2013/14. With 40 years of experience and more than 230 

highly motivated, competent employees combined with a 

unique variety of products, we offer an industry leading service, 

comprehensive support and competitively priced products. This 

gives you the confidence that you will be purchasing the best 

possible technological solution for your application and the 

guaranteed service you expect from a market leader!



THE STEMMER IMAGING

ADDED VALUE

 � IMAGI NG WITH REAL ADDED VALUE

At STEMMER IMAGING we care and want to ensure you receive vision 

technology with real added value. We are passionate in all we do. We 

offer much more than a unique selection of imaging components 

from leading manufacturers, we also deliver perfect service wherever 

and whenever needed.

With a high percentage of technically qualified staff, our service is 

backed up by a team of industry leaders knowledgeable and able 

to ensure even the most complex solutions can be realised. Our 

highly skilled experts offer you competent advice before, during, 

and after the sale. As trained engineers, they have a comprehensive 

understanding of the technical implications of your project. 

Using our services you reduce your own risk as you can rely on 

us to offer you only product combinations that have proven their 

performance in extensive tests. Our extended services group can 

also provide consultancy and resource right inside your development 

team.

 � In-depth advice before and after purchase

 � Feasibility studies in our evaluation labs

 � On site testing on a loan or sale or return 

 basis

 � Thorough system validation & optimisation

 � Competent, knowledgeable 

 customer-oriented support

 � Extensive training programmes by our 

 European Imaging Academy with seminars 

 held at our country offices as well as 

 customer locations on request

 � Flawless delivery

 � Lasting partnership

 RANGE OF SERVICES

 � STEMMER IMAGING is much more than a distribution company 

for imaging and machine vision. Our in-depth technical knowledge 

enables us to deliver integrated sub-systems, validated product 

combinations and provide systems design consultancy. As the 

developer of Common Vision Blox, the leading independent 

programming library for imaging applications, we are directly 

involved in the definition of worldwide machine vision acquisition 

standards and the implementation of the latest research into usable 

tools. As developer and manufacturer of customer specific products, 

we have the know-how and experience that enable us to support our 

customers with all aspects of machine vision.

Our goal is to offer our customers more than just a set of 

components. Our aim is to provide you with a tested and validated 

economic machine vision solution, optimised to solve your imaging 

task, and offering you a competitive advantage. 

STEMMER IMAGING − your perfect partner for imaging and machine 

vision.  Imaging is our passion.

Competent support

Dedicated consultancy

In-depth training
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 � W W W. S T E M M E R - I M A G I N G . C O M

KEY TECHNOLOGY 

FOR MANY MARKETS

Imaging and machine vision is a core technology used in a variety of 

application areas. It provides a powerful and cost-effective way of 

implementing automatic quality assurance and control – at very high 

speeds and with stringent accuracy requirements. Here are some of 

the markets we serve:

 � Factory Automation: Superior automated manufacturing 

anticipates and oversees every detail. Defective products are 

detected early. Imaging allows robots to select and assemble 

components without errors and increase company earnings. 

 � Automotive: Exact and consistent fabrication is crucial for 

quality and safety in automotive production and engineering. 

Manufacturers and component suppliers rely on leading-edge vision 

technology to validate complex assembly processes and inspections.

 � Electronics, Semiconductor & Solar: Production speed and quality 

are essential applications that include wafer manufacturing, flat 

panel display production or printed circuit board inspection. 

 � Print & Packaging: Today, high performance imaging reliably 

monitors printing processes, avoids wasted paper by rejecting poor 

print early and maintains quality in packaging and labelling. 

 � Food & Beverage: With imaging, the food & beverage industry 

tests even hard to inspect organic products with absolute reliability. 

The result: 100% quality and ever-growing productivity.

 � Pharmaceutical: When quality directly affects human life there 

is no room for error. The pharmaceutical market requires the most 

demanding vision systems that not only inspect products, but also 

provide an audit trail of the systems use and configuration.

 � Test & Measurement: Sometimes decisive competitive advantage 

cannot be seen by the human eye. What counts then is extreme 

precision in product testing. Here, the industry uses X-ray technology 

or 3D imaging to ensure that sample parts match 100%.

 � Medical Imaging: Having the right perspective means being able 

to diagnose illnesses earlier, to improve treatments and to save lives. 

Modern medicine depends on imaging for diagnosis and real-time 

monitoring of operative procedures.

 � Traffic, Rail & Transport: Intelligent traffic systems rely on vision 

technology for vehicle classification and ANPR in road pricing and 

speed enforcement applications. Advanced cameras are used to ana-

lyse 2 & 3D data in infrastructure monitoring on railways and roads.

 � Scientific Research: Those who develop the future require a clear 

vision. Our high performance components and systems are used 

in research institutes to advance technologies and to enhance our 

future. 

 � Defence, Security & Aerospace: Beyond CCTV, specialist cameras 

with ultra-high resolution or extended wavelength sensitivity are 

coupled with imaging algorithms for applications providing visibility 

through smoke and fog in fixed and mobile scenarios.

 � Sports, Entertainment & Broadcast: Competitive contest decisions, 

game statistics and technique training are examples where machine 

vision is used in sports. This data coupled with 3D tracking enable 

the entertainment industry to create lifelike games.

H E A D  O F F I C E

STEMMER IMAGING GmbH

Gutenbergstraße 9 - 13
82178 Puchheim
Germany
Phone: +49 89 80902-0
Fax: +49 89 80902-116
info@stemmer-imaging.de
www.stemmer-imaging.de

O F F I C E S  &  C O U N T R I E S  S E R V E D

AUSTRIA

Phone: +49 89 80902-0
info@stemmer-imaging.de

IRELAND

Phone: +353 65 704 200 0
info@stemmer-imaging.ie

THE NETHERLANDS

BELGIUM · LUXEMBOURG

Phone: +31 575 798888
info@stemmer-imaging.nl

DENMARK

Phone: +45 33 730000
info@stemmer-imaging.dk

POLAND

Phone: +48 664 921 922
info@stemmer-imaging.pl

UNITED KINGDOM

Phone: +44 1252 780000
info@stemmer-imaging.co.uk 

FINLAND · BALTICS

Phone: +358 9 43 555 00
info@stemmer-imaging.fi

SWEDEN

NORWAY · ICELAND

Phone: +46 8 555 110 00
info@stemmer-imaging.se

FRANCE

Phone: +33 1 45069560
info@stemmer-imaging.fr

SWITZERLAND

LIECHTENSTEIN

Phone: +41 55 415 90 90
info@stemmer-imaging.ch


